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CPS PRIME START:  
A NEW BEGINNING

A holder for every person

Try the two holders and see which 
one suits you the best.

Simply click out of the packaging

The interdental brushes are ex-
tremely well protected, and can be 
clicked straight out of the pack-
aging. It’s incredibly simple and 
hygienic.

Extract without opening

Extracting a brush is very simple: 
position the holder, click on the 
brush, and pull out. Done.

The packaging is Recyclable

Both the brushes and the holder 
can be disposed of with your 
household rubbish. The packaging 
is now recyclable, however:  
one part can be recycled as PET, 
the other as cardboard. A little 
service to the environment.

The click system

Whether you prefer the UHS 409 or 
the UHS 470 holder, both options 
work for any brush thanks to the 
click system, meaning you only have 
to buy replacement brushes. This 
also means less waste.

Swiss Made

Just as the prime refill, this 
products will also be made in 
Switzerland. 

UHS 409 UHS 470
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UHS holder 409 click system

UHS holder 470 click system

CURAPROX is the oral health brand of CURADEN AG, based in Kriens,  
Switzerland. Since 1972, CURAPROX has been working together  
with experts from research, teaching and practice to develop gentle  
and effective tools for oral hygiene.

www.curaprox.com

CPS prime brushes are highly popular: durably made, with resilient brushes for a wide cleaning radius 
and a slim wire for narrow interdental spaces. The refill packaging is environmentally friendly  
and offers excellent protection from dirt and dust. Available in five CPS prime sizes, all compatible with 
all holder types, such as the UHS 409 and UHS 470 holders. Time to change your interdental brush?  
Simply click it on and get started.

Instructions for clicking on the brush

Instructional video  
scan code or: 
curaprox.com/refill

CPS 011 prime startCPS 09 prime startCPS 08 prime startCPS 07 prime startCPS 06 prime start


